ON THE EXTREME POINTS OF SOME SETS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS1 We need the following lemma before discussing the extreme points of G .
Lemma. // zQ e Wa> then ■ sxxp\\w\ : zQ ± w £ U-J < |z0| maxf 1, 2 tan (077/2)!. The method used in the above proof easily yields the following generalization.
Let K be a convex polygon {not necessarily compact) which is contained in some wedge W , 0 < a < 1. Let F denote the set of analytic functions mapping U into K and normalized such that /(0) = z , where z"
is an interior point of K. If f £ F and Í0: difid), dK) > Ol has measure zero, then f is an extreme point of F.
In the direction of the converse of Theorem 2 we can only give a partial result. However this does not depend on the fact that 0 < a < 1. When 0 < o < 1, these functions are extreme points of G but they do not exhaust the set of extreme points as Theorem 2 shows.
